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R
ugby players are a night-
mare to tailor for,’ says
Lewis Moody, the
England and Leicester
Tigers rugby star, holding
his arms out as a blonde

South African girl measures his 47in
chest. ‘We get a new club suit and shirt
every year at the Tigers. I’ve got 
13 of them stashed away in my wardrobe
and they look horrendous on all of us –
partly because they’re not bespoke, but
also because of our fat necks, thighs 
and backsides. 

‘As for my own shirts, I have to buy
bog-standard ones from a department
store that hang like a tent and can house
three people inside.’

That’s why Live is introducing the 
30-year-old flanker to Anoesjcka
Gianotti, a 27-year-old from Cape Town
whose company, AG Bespoke Couture
Ltd, specialises in bespoke shirts and
already dresses several Premier League
footballers. Having originally made her
own shirts as a hobby, she came to
England to study under bespoke shirt-
maker Sean O’Flynn in Sackville Street,
near Savile Row. 

‘He taught me how men need help

deciding
virtually
every
aspect of a
shirt,’ says
Gianotti. ‘Very
few of you have ever
been told how to work out the
right collar, the right cuffs, the colour
that suits you best and the most appro-
priate fabric. 

‘It all starts with face shape. So, for
example, if you have a short neck and a
big, square face, you don’t want to wear
a cutaway collar and a big tie, because it
would show that you have no neck. You
want a classic collar to even out the jaw.
A long neck, however, requires a long
collar to even it out. 

‘If you have a round face then you
need a more pointed collar. Lewis has a
heart-shaped face, which suggests a
classic, narrow collar. A cutaway col-
lar would be a bad idea.’ 

‘That’s one of the
banes of being a big
rugby player,’ says
the 6ft 3in, 16st 3lb
2003 World Cup

winner. ‘My neck’s just
got thicker in the past few

weeks as well. It’s now 18in.’
Gianotti takes Moody’s remaining

measurements – waist, arms, sleeve
length and front and back shoulders –
and talks him through the choice of
fabric, pattern, colour, collar and cuffs.
Her recommendation is a charcoal-
grey shirt in 100 per cent cotton, with
Australian mother-of-pearl buttons,
two-buttoned cut-off cuffs and a clas-
sic collar shape with a high stand. She
then returns to her offices in the City of
London and sends her plans over to
Milan – the shirts are made by master
tailors in the workshop used by
Giorgio Armani. 

Four weeks later we reconvene in
Leicester for the big reveal – Moody
arrives on crutches, having broken his
ankle in training, a cruel blow that
rules him out of playing for England in
the Six Nations tournament. 

As he waits to see his new shirt,
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Left: Moody in his new shirt, with 
a classic collar and a high stand. 

This page: being measured up by
Anoesjcka Gianotti (right), modelling 

a shirt from her women’s range

chi-chi
What happened when the

18-inch
collar?

met the England rugby

flanker
withthe

shirtmaker

EVER BEEN PUT OFF BY THE
COST OF A BESPOKE SHIRT? 
YOU OBVIOUSLY HAVEN’T MET
LEWIS MOODY’S DELIGHTFULLY
ATTENTIVE TAILOR… 

Styleissue



Moody admits that he and fashion haven’t
always seen eye to eye. ‘I once bought a cream
linen suit, which I thought was the absolute daddy,
but I got totally shredded by all
my team-mates at the Tigers
when I �rst wore it. As a result
it’s only ever left the wardrobe
one other time, when I wore
the jacket with the sleeves
rolled up at a party . I’d gone as
Miami Vice .’

Moody generally wears a
tracksuit at home, or one of his
many American football tops.
‘I’d love to get hold of the jersey
worn by Walter Payton, the
great and now late Chicago Bears American foot-
baller. But I’m improving. I do like to be presentable;
I own two bespoke suits and a bespoke DJ. And I
love Oliver Sweeney shoes – I wore a £700 pair at
my wedding.’

Gianotti arrives and unwraps his new shirt, worth

£220. It �ts like a glove. He’s impressed. ‘I’ve only
ever worn a bespoke shirt once before, and that was
for my wedding, but it was nothing like this, with its

collar, cu�s and the colour all
matching my face. I’ve never
worn grey in my life because I’ve
always felt it’s a bit bland, but I’m
really surprised how good this
looks on me. 

‘The good thing about this
shirt is that I can wear it with a
suit or casually with jeans.
Anoesjcka chose well.’

So well, in fact, that Moody
orders two more before hob-
bling o� to the Tigers ground.

What reaction does he expect from his team-mates
when they hear how he was �tted for a bespoke
shirt? ‘That’s easy. There’ll be two categories. One
lot will take the mickey and the other will still take
the mickey – then ask for Anoesjcka’s number.’ 
agbespokecouture.com
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A good shirt isn’t all about the
collar. Here are �ve more of
Gianotti’s shirt tips:

Button-down collars
I wouldn’t recommend them,
because they have too much
detail and I prefer clean lines 
on the collar.

Colour
Must be suitable for your skin
type. When pink shirts became
popular, many people bought
into the fashion statement it
made at the time. But not
everyone looks good in pink…

Bold print
If it doesn’t enhance your
features or bring out your
personality, then don’t. 

Front pocket
An American import. It draws
the attention of the eye away
from what’s most important –
the face.

Plain front
It gives a shirt a clean look, 
and good-quality buttons and
buttonholes are so neat that it
would be a sin to have a placket
or a covered front.

3. LONG FACE
A cutaway collar 
�atters the features
on a longer face by
rounding out the
shape of the face. 

1. SHORT NECK
Needs a shorter
stand (the top-
buttoning, mostly
hidden strip of
cloth), to elongate
wearer’s neck.

2. LONG NECK
Needs a higher
stand, in this case
a classic two-
button high-stand
collar, shortening
the neck.

4. ROUND FACE
Better suited to a
narrow, pointed collar,
which slims the facial 
features. The face
appears narrowed.

5. SQUARE FACE
A classic collar
de�nes the features
on a square face by
softening the jaw. 

WHICH
COLLAR
FITS
YOUR
FACE?

‘ ’
I HAVE TO BUY
BOG-STANDARD
SHIRTS THAT
HANG LIKE 
A TENT AND 
CAN HOUSE
THREE PEOPLE
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